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ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURES

01.An organization's cultwe is made up ofrelatively stable characterislics.

It develops oyer many years aud is rootsd in deeply held values to

which enployees are strorgly aommitted. In addition, there are a

number of forces continually operaling to naintain a given culture.

These include written statements about the organization's mission and

philosophy, the design of physical spaces and buildings, the dominant

leadership style, hiring criteria, past promotion practices, entrenched

rituals, popular stodes about key people and cvelts, the organization's

historic pcrformance evaluation critenia, and the organization's formal

st rcfrlre.

Selection and promotion policies are particularly important devicas that

work . against cultural change. Employees chose the organization

because they perceived their valuds Jo be a "good fit" with the

organization. They become comfortable with that fit and will strongly

resist effots to disturb the equilibrium. 'I'he terrific difficulties [rat

orgatizations like General Motols, AT & T, and the U.S. Postal

Service have had in trying to leshape their cultures attest to this

dilemma. These organizations historically tended to attact individuals

who desiled situations that were stable and highly structured. Those in

control in organizations will also select senior managers who will

continue the qurrent culture.
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Even attempts to change a culturc by going outsicle the organization

to hire a rew chief executive are unlikely to be clfective. The

evidence indicates that the culture is more likely to change the

exeoutive than the other way around.

Ow argument should not be viewed as saying that culture can never

be changed, In the urusual case in which an organization confionts a

suwival threatening crisis - a crisis xhat is turiversally acknowledged

as a true life-or-death situation-raembers of the organization will be

responsive to effofts at cultuml change. However, auflring less than

a crisis is unlikely to be effective in bdning about cultuml change.

Can Organizational Cr.rltures be changed?
with examples.

i)

ii)

iii)

Support your answer
(07 Marks)

How do Organizations go about maintaining their cultures?
(07 Marks)

Undel what conditions Cultural changc could take place?
Suppo( your alswer in the S Lankan Context,

(07 Mark$

What are the Organization Citizenship Behaviours (OCBs)?
FIow do they emerge? Specify some examples ofit.

(07 Marks)

"Behaviour is generally predictable, so there is no need to
formally study Organizational Behaviour (OB)". Do you
agree or disagree with this statement? Suppoft your answer.

(05 Mark$

What are the three leve1s of analysis in t}re OB Model?
(04 Markg

How you will evaluate the behaviour in Organizations?
(04 Markg

Organizational behaviour offers both chalienges and
oppoftunities for manage$. Critically analyse.
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Policies" - Do you agree? Explain.

Defrne Perceplion.

What is Pel,rorlallry? go* 6o", O

Organizalional Bebaviour?

Briefly explain the dimensions ofPersonali

Explain the impo ance ofSocialization process
development.

(04 Malks)
Some crjtics have argued that "People - fi$t policics don't
lead to higher profits. Higher profits allow people-fimt

(05 Marks)

(03 Marks)
The I(ey to understanding Pelception is to rccogni7,p that it is a
unique interpretation ofthe situation, llot an exact recording of
it". Explain. (04 Marks)

Briefly explain thc importance of Learning. (03 N4alks)

What is attribntion theor.,,? (03 Mxrksl

What is the difference between positive and negative
reinforcement ? Provide some examples.

, (05 Marks)

Briefly explain the major theoretical explanations for group
formation?

(04 Marks)
Dcfire Stress and identify Organizational group stressors.

(04 Marks)
As more and more Organizations do br.rsiness in the
intemational arena, Communication is going to become a
growing problem. Explain in the conlext of "different
customors, diff'erent managers".

(05 Marks)
What is emotional intelligence (EI)'/ What arc the nmjor
dimensions of EI that are paxticularly relevant to the work
place?

(05 tularks)

iv)
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